In this paper we use Monte Carlo Techniques to deal with a real world delivery problem of a food company in Valencia (Spain). The problem is modeled as a set of 11 instances of the well known Vehicle Routing Problem, VRP, with additional time constraints. Given that VRP is a NP-hard problem, a heuristic algorithm, based on Monte Carlo techniques, is implemented. The solution proposed by this heuristic algorithm reaches distance and money savings of about 20% and 5% respectively.
Introduction
In this paper we describe our experience in optimizing the delivery routes of a well known food company in Valencia (Spain), starting at a huge store located at 13 km. from the city and serving up to 70 food shops located inside the city. Given that several vehicles are needed to perform the delivery, this problem can be modeled as the Vehicle Routing Problem(VRP), that we define next.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph where V = {1,2,... ,n} is a set of vertices representing shops with the depot located at vertex 1, and E is the set of edges. Let cij be a non-negative travel cost associated to each edge (i, j) and let di be a non-negative demand associated to each vertex i > 1. Finally, let assume that there is available a number of vehicles with equal capacity Q. The VRP consists of designing a set of minimum cost vehicle routing satisfying: Most of these algorithms are designed to be applied --with small changeseither to CVRP or to DVRP. There are also approaches to deal with VRP facing both Capacity and Distance constraints (see Laporte et al., 1985) . To our knowledge, in all these models there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of vehicles and tile set of single routes all starting at the depot, serving a set of nodes and ending at the depot-. This feature is absent in the problem we face in this work, since the capacity constraint here is much more restrictive than the time constraint and a given vehicle nmst perform several single travels (see figure 2 and table 2). Each single travel is limited by the capacity constraint, and tile set of travels performed by a given vehicle is limited by the time constraint. More exactly, there are two non-negative numbers ci; and tij associated with each edge (i, j) (travel costs and traw~'l times, respectively), two non-negative mimbcrs di and ti associated with each vertex i (demand and stopping time, respectively), a capacity Q for each vehicle and a time bound T for tile length of each vehicle routing. The demands of the nodes served in a single travel Inust not exce, ed the vehicle capacity Q. The sum of the times spent by all the travels performed by a vehMe must not exceed the time bound T.
